He is surrounded by intrigue. The young courtesan beside him is all the more dangerous for her seeming modesty. She is clad rather simply in peasant costume-a dark dress with an orange-yellow stripe, and white sleeves embroidered with a green and red design. Her white bodice, shot with gold and silver threads, reveals her bosom instead of covering it. Her necklace and bracelets are of brilliantly highof intelligence, willfulness, and youth. La Tour certainly must have known the print called the Jardiniere (see Figure 5) by Bellange, the mannerist from Lorraine; he remembered that comely, cynical face circled by a kerchief, and even if he was using a model while painting this girl, he saw her through Bellange's eyes. The courtesan resembles the one in The Cardsharp as a younger sister resembles a woman in full bloom; they have the same place in the composition, the same rigid attitude, even the same sidelong glance.
The composure of the young woman's face This painting, then, is almost certainly an early work by La Tour, perhaps one painted by the artist as a sort of advertisement right after he opened his studio in Luneville. Eventually the richness that marks The Fortune Teller will be refined and analyzed into the discreet melody of his later works, whose rigor separates them from the baroque and lends them that almost indefinable French classicism that is La Tour's especial secret.
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